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Good afternoon, Mr. Luckett:

A minor clarification to the staff presentation powerpoint in the above-referenced case (1801
Brownsboro Rd.) to be heard this Thursday before the LD&T committee.

The presentation describes the location as in "the Clifton area." The tavern is actually in the
Clifton Heights neighborhood, not Clifton. The Clifton neighborhood and Metro preservation
district (which would've required architectural review for the proposed exterior changes) are to
the south, across Brownsboro Rd. The Butchertown neighborhood and Metro preservation
district are to the west of the tavern, across Brownsboro Rd. 

The neighborhoods try to educate on boundary and preservation district statuses in order to
keep our identities clear and so there is no confusion about landmarks/preservation district
requirements. 

Thank you.

Ms. Leslie Barras
Clifton Digital Archivist

The Clifton Digital Archives (CDA) project was created online at explore42.org in 2021.
Arranged at the home page into six categories with associated links, there over 7,000
individual records (e.g., documents, newspaper articles, photos, maps, oral histories), dating
back to the early 1800s, regarding Clifton history, the Clifton Community Council, individual
streets and property addresses (where land use and preservation cases will be found), the local
preservation district, and general topics. There are even recordings of historic articles on
Clifton’s ladies of the night, the Clifton boy gang, the bear, and mysterious grave sites near the
"Blind Asylum." The repository is routinely updated to keep it current.

The folder and sub-folder system has been created to facilitate browsing. There's also a search
feature for the entire archive that requires a simple guest log-in (instructions provided at home
page).  Some of the individual records are also text-searchable.
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